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 You are here Learning Objectives: We will first examine how the new version works by describing its new features and tools. Then we will use the Seam tool to generate the design of a 3-dimensional solid board by using the baseline feature. Finally, we will create a bottom layer in a working 3-dimensional model using the Copy and Paste feature and export the layers to our drawing program.
Learning Outcomes: This article will help you to grasp the basics of new features in version 12 and how to apply them. Key Points: Find out about the new features in version 12 including Copy and Paste Grading across pieces, New Select Segment, and Seam Tool Enhancement. We will use the Seam tool to generate the design of a 3-dimensional solid board by using the baseline feature. Finally, we
will create a bottom layer in a working 3-dimensional model using the Copy and Paste feature and export the layers to our drawing program. Overview of Copy and Paste The new Copy and Paste feature allows you to copy and paste components from one drawing or model to another in the same drawing program. The component will be visually associated with a new reference line. You can easily

apply color and dimension changes to the new component. The paste operation will also be applied to related and dependent components. Check the following screenshots to learn how to copy and paste components from one drawing or model to another: Importing 2D Model to 3D Drawing Check the following screenshot to learn how to import a 2D model to a 3D model: 2D model as a single layer in
3D: Importing a 2D sketch to a 3D sketch Check the following screenshot to learn how to import a 2D sketch to a 3D sketch: You can change the 2D sketch to a 3D sketch and select the new 3D object as a single layer: Importing 2D sketch to 3D sketch as a sub-assembly Check the following screenshot to learn how to import a 2D sketch to a 3D sketch as a sub-assembly: You can import the 2D

sketch as a sub-assembly and create a 3D assembly using the Copy and Paste feature and then move the 2D sketch to the sub-assembly: Check the following screenshot to learn how to copy and paste components from one drawing or model to another in the 82157476af
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